iMobie Updates iOS Data Recovery
Software PhoneRescue – Restore Lost
Files from 25 Types, Even Directly to
iPhone
LOS ANGELES, Calif., June 28, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — iMobie Inc. today
announced the newly upgraded flagship product PhoneRescue 3 – the ONLY iOS
data recovery solution available that can help users find and get back 25
types of mis-deleted, damaged or lost data on iPhone and iPad. It leaps past
most rivals by bringing the most extensive and convenient recovery mode to
market. At the same time, it features one of the most requested ability to
import regained data directly back to an iPhone, which makes it the most
recommended data recovery software for iOS devices.

“With more and more iPhone users applying iCloud to back up data nowadays,
it’s a vital and efficient resource to find back lost iOS data,” said Frank
Kong, CEO of iMobie. “And to help users recover more needed info, PhoneRescue
now allows users to browse through iCloud content and safely export any piece
of information inside to an iPhone without erasing any of the current data.
Besides, we’ve added tons of more new features in PhoneRescue 3, all to save
iOS users from data disaster.”
The updated PhoneRescue introduces the exclusive feature — Smart Compare and

Finder，which allows users to quickly pinpoint needed items from thousands of
options. Meanwhile, all enhanced and added recovering abilities will relax
users’ anxiety mind to a large extent.
Integrated iOS Repairing Tools:
PhoneRescue has expanded the recovering power from specific data to the whole
iOS system. When an iOS device runs into a system crash，it can be fully fixed
within a single click.
Improved Undelete Abilities:
PhoneRescue has been improved both in efficiency and success. The recovery
rate of mistaken deletion achieves 98 percent, and the data analysis time is
shortened to 65 percent.
Improved UI and UE:
The new PhoneRescue design fully meets the beginner’s need to suggest
scenarios about different recovery methods for a more successful result.
Pricing and Availability:
Users can download PhoneRescue for both Mac and Windows from
https://www.imobie.com/phonerescue/download.htm and buy a license from
https://www.imobie.com/phonerescue/buy.htm at a low $49.99.
Notes to Editors:
To facilitate your review and writing, iMobie has prepared a comprehensive
media page with detailed introduction of PhoneRescue 3 and a handful of hidef graphics you may need: https://www.imobie.com/phonerescue/resource.htm.
About iMobie Inc.:
iMobie Inc. was established in 2011, and located in Tianfu Software Park
(China), a place gathering a great many talented software engineers. For more
information, visit https://www.imobie.com/.
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